
Daily Instructional Plan (for Substitute and Administration)

Anticipatory Set - How will you hook your students at the beginning of the unit?
▪ A film short, showcasing a video production technique (parallels), will be shown and explained.

Accessing Prior Knowledge - Where are your students headed?  Where have they been?  How will you make sure the 
students know where they are going?
▪ Post Blair Witch Film rubric and discuss project elements.
▪ Ask students what is the desired camera shots for the All in One and Around the World.
▪ Ask students how audio effects the audience's reaction to the film.

Guided Practice - What events will help students experience and explore the big idea and questions in the unit?  How will 
you equip them with needed skills and knowledge?
▪ Students will work in groups, filming, editing and creating dynamic titles and production music.
▪ Students will be provided a rubric to guide them.
▪ Findling will be constantly rotating from group to group providing assistance. 
▪ Work guides are available in the binders to provide step by step instructions for color correcting.
▪

Independent Practice - How will you cause students to reflect and rethink?  How will you guide them in rehearsing, 
revising, and refining their work? How will students work together to ensure mastery for all?
▪ Students can help each other, use the work guides in the binders, watch the help videos located in the Documents 

folder and get help from Findling.

Assessing Knowledge - How will you help students to exhibit and self-evaluate their growing skills, knowledge, and 
understanding throughout the unit?
▪ Through rotating and meeting with groups and individuals I will provide assistance and monitor who is filming, and 

editing the Blair Witch film. I will continuously suggest they reach further to make their productions the best they can. 

Differentiation/Accommodation - How will you tailor and otherwise personalize the learning plan to optimize the 
engagement and effectiveness of ALL students, without compromising the goals of the unit?
▪ Findling will support the students who are reluctant or afraid ofediting. She will become their partner and give 

encouragement and one on one support. 

Learner Outcome - How will students demonstrate, as a result of lesson, their level of mastery?

Understand what shots are desirable, and how audio enhances the Blair Witch film.

Understand how to utilize the the shots to draw attention, achieve a desired look and enhance a storyline.
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